Circle the correct answer to each question.

Why can we call a building a ‘structure’?

- Because it flows
- Because it’s made of wood
- Because it is made of parts that fit together
- Because builders construct buildings

How would you come to a resolution in a conflict?

- You would continue to argue
- You would solve the conflict
- You would scream
- You would walk away

When you eat a pie what is your sensory experience?

- You can smell it and you can taste it
- You can touch it and hear it
- You can hear it and see it
- You can watch it

Which of the below would be a descriptive account?

- A reminder note
- A text about life in Alaska
- A checklist
- A book title

What would you wear to a party with a Wild West theme?

- A clown suit
- A policeman’s outfit
- Cowboy boots and a cowboy hat
- A princess dress
Circle the correct answer to each question.

Why can we call a building a ‘structure’?

Because it flows

Because it’s made of wood

**Because it is made of parts that fit together**

Because builders construct buildings

How would you come to a **resolution** in a conflict?

You would continue to argue

**You would solve the conflict**

You would scream

You would walk away

When you eat a pie what is your **sensory** experience?

You can smell it and you can taste it

**You can touch it and hear it**

You can hear it and see it

You can watch it

Which of the below would be a **descriptive** account?

A reminder note

**A text about life in Alaska**

A checklist

A book title

What would you wear to a party with a Wild West **theme**?

A clown suit

A policeman’s outfit

**Cowboy boots and a cowboy hat**

A princess dress